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THE COLLEGES OF 
MAGIC CUP 2009

Many moons ago the collected Colleges of Magic instituted the now-famous 
DungeonBowl as a means to resolve disputes between the different colleges without 

resulting in magicians dying.  This worked well for many years until the disastrous 
DungeonBowl of �499, between the Clandestine Claustrophobe’s and the Middenheim 
Myopians, a game which was finally abandoned after 3 weeks of dire inactivity during 

which 7 magicians died of boredom…

After that the decision was taken that the DungeonBowl would no longer be held in a 
dungeon and that it would instead take place in the middle of the Empire in the depths 
of winter, with few sane people attending and even fewer sane people organizing the 

event…

Therefore the Colleges of Magic required a new way to settle disputes, and are pleased 
to have come up with The Colleges of Magic Cup, played on a normal BloodBowl pitch in 

order to avoid possible fatal “lack of interest” incidents...

The Colleges of Magic Cup will be held in Utrecht on November 14 & 15 using the 
normal Blood Bowl rules as published in the Living Rulebook 6.0, but with following (non-
negotiable!) exceptions:

Team Selection
All teams have a treasury of 1,100,000 gold pieces. This money can be used to buy players, 
coaching staff, Team Re-rolls, and fan factor as specified by the rules below. 

College Teams
Each coach MUST choose a “college” team of mixed races to field based on the original 
DungeonBowl rules - ONLY teams permitted to enter the Cup are those specified below 
in the table at the bottom of this page.  For this year the combined Colleges have 
submitted the Dino College of Dragon Magic as a new, somewhat experimental, College 
as well as the Dead College from the underworld, the Diamond College and the Tiny 
College From “Dem L’il ons”.

RaCes
Teams must take more of the “Main Race” than they have of the “Other Race” and must 
take more of the “Other Race” than they have of the “Last Race” - for instance an Amber 
team could NOT field 4 Dark Elves and 4 Orcs, in order to field 4 Orcs they must field 
at least 5 Dark Elves, etc.

Teams of a single (main) race may be legally fielded - it is perfectly allowable under the 
rules though hardly in the spirit of all things Magical...

Big Guys may only be chosen for a team where specified - so an Amethyst team can 
have 0-2 Minotaurs as shown on page 3.

CoaChing sTaff
The coach can hire any number of cheerleaders and assistant coaches for their normal 
price of 10,000 gold pieces each. The coach cannot hire an apothecary as wizards think 
normal “mundane” medicine is below their standards. All teams can freely make use of 
the services of a Wizard each match, courtesy of their sponsoring College.  

Wizards College main Race (0-16) other Race (0-6) last Race (0-2) Re-rolls
amber Dark Elves Orcs Skaven 60K
amethyst Skaven Goblins Minotaurs 60K
Bright Dwarves Humans Norse 50K
Celestial High Elves Wood Elves Treemen 50K
Dark Necromantic Dark Elves Trolls 70K
emerald Lizardmen Elves Amazons 60K
golden Orcs Chaos Dwarves Kroxigors 60K
grey Humans Chaos Ogres 50K
Jade Goblins Orcs Trolls 60K
light Dwarves Halflings Norse 50K
Rainbow Elves Halflings Humans 50K
Ruby Vampires Ogres Necromantic 70K
Quartz Ogres Nurgle Khemri 70K
Diamond Slann Skaven Rat Ogre 50K
Dino Lizardmen Slann Kroxigors 60K
Dead Undead Khemri Necromantic 70K
Tiny Goblins Ogres Lizardmen 60K

Team Re-Rolls
Team Re-rolls for each “team” can be bought at the price listed.

PosiTions
No team may have more than: 12 Linemen, 4 Blitzers, 4 Blockers, 4 Catchers or 2 
Throwers. To find out which player falls into what category, consult the table below --
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Race Player Position number Cost
amazons Lineman lineman 0-16 50.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 70.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-4 90.000

Catcher Catcher 0-2 70.000

Chaos Beastman lineman 0-16 60.000

Chaos Warrior Blocker 0-4 100.000

Chaos Dwarves Hobgoblin lineman 0-16 40.000
Chaos Dwarf Blocker lineman 0-6 70.000

Bull Centaur Blitzer 0-2 130.000

Dark elves Lineman lineman 0-16 70.000

Runner Thrower 0-2 80.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-4 100.000

Witch Elf Catcher 0-2 110.000

Assassin Blocker 0-2 90.000

Dwarves Blocker lineman 0-16 70.000

Runner Thrower 0-2 80.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-2 80.000

Trollslayer Blocker 0-2 90.000

elves Lineman lineman 0-16 60.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 70.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-2 110.000

Catcher Catcher 0-4 100.000

goblins Goblin lineman 0-16 40.000

Bombardier Thrower 0-1 40.000

Looney Blitzer 0-1 40.000

Fanatic Blocker 0-1 70.000

Pogoer Catcher 0-1 70.000

Halflings Halfling lineman 0-16 30.000

high elves Lineman lineman 0-16 70.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 90.000

Catcher Catcher 0-4 90.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-2 100.000

humans Lineman lineman 0-16 50.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 70.000

Catcher Catcher 0-4 70.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-4 90.000

Khemri Skeleton lineman 0-16 40.000

Thro-Ra Thrower 0-2 70.000

Blitz-Ra Blitzer 0-2 90.000

Tomb Guardians Blocker 0-4 100.000

Kroxigor Kroxigor Blocker 0-2 140.000

lizardmen Saurus Blocker 0-4 60.000

Skink lineman 0-16 80.000

minotaurs Minotaur Blocker 0-2 150.000

necromantic Zombie lineman 0-16 40.000

Werewolf Blitzer 0-2 120.000

Ghoul Catcher 0-2 70.000

Wight Blitzer 0-2 90.000

Flesh Golem Blocker 0-2 100.000 
norse Lineman lineman 0-16 50.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 70.000

Runner Catcher 0-2 90.000

Berserker Blitzer 0-2 90.000

Ulfwerener Blocker 0-2 110.000

nurgle Rotter lineman 0-16 40.000

Pestigor Blitzer 0-4 80.000

Nurgle Warrior Blocker 0-4 110.000

ogres Snotling lineman 0-16 20.000

Ogre Blocker 0-4 140.000

orcs Lineman lineman 0-16 50.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 70.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-4 80.000

Black Orc Blocker Blocker 0-4 80.000

skaven Lineman lineman 0-16 50.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 70.000

Gutter Runner Catcher 0-4 80.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-2 90.000

slann Lineman lineman 0-16 60.000

Catcher Catcher 0-4 80.000

Blitzer Blitzer 0-4 110.000

Treemen Treeman Blocker 0-2 120.000

Trolls Troll Blocker 0-2 110.000

Undead Skeleton lineman 0-16 40.000

Zombie lineman 0-16 40.000

Ghoul Catcher 0-4 70.000

Wight Blitzer 0-2 90.000

Mummy Blocker 0-2 120.000

Vampires Thralls lineman 0-16 40.000

Vampires Blitzers 0-4 110.000

Wood elves Lineman lineman 0-16 70.000

Thrower Thrower 0-2 90.000

Catcher Catcher 0-4 90.000

Wardancer Blitzer 0-2 120.000
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1. aURa of TRanQUilliTy

A sense of calm and well-being 
descends on the players, making them 
less likely to react with aggression than 
normal.  Any player making a block, 
blitz or foul action must first roll a 2+ on 
a D6 or fail in the attempt and perform 
a move action instead. If the target of 
the block or blitz has Foul Appearance 
then you must roll twice.

2. aURa of aDUlaTion
The reaction and support of the crowd, 
in such a confined and enclosed space, 
overwhelms the players and convinces 
them of their own greatness.  Actions 
which fail may be Re-rolled more than 
once – so the only limit to the number 
of Re-rolls a team can take in one turn 
is the number of Team Re-rolls they 
have left.

3. aURa of VigilanCe
The wizards use their powers 
collectively to enhance the abilities of 
the Referee.  The Referee is now very 
suspicious of all violence on the pitch, 
even the legal blocks!  For every player 
that leaves the pitch (whether pushed 
into the crowd, or Knocked Out, Injured 
or Dead) due to any action performed 
by an opposing player roll 1D6. On a 
6 the Ref is convinced the player was 
fouled in some way and punishes the 
offender by turning him into a toad!  This 
causes a team turnover as standard.  

4. aURa of DisgUsTeDness
The wizards are disgusted with the play 
and to show this they cast a spell that 
makes all the players very revolting 
indeed. Treat all players on the pitch 
as having Disturbing Presence. If the 
player already has this skill it will count 
twice.

5. aURa of PaRanoia
All players on both teams are similarly 
affected by a refusal to co-operate with 
each other.  No team Re-rolls may be 
used while this aura is in effect! and 
neither side may benefit from blocking 
or fouling assists as team cohesion just 
falls apart.

6. aURa of ReCUPeRaTion
Often the vast number of powerful 
sorcerers present leads players to 
super-human acts of bravery and 
seems to speed recovery from injury.  
To represent this, all players may 
recover from the Knocked Out box on 
a 2+ on 1D6 instead of the normal 4+. 
This Aura does not affect Regeneration 
rolls in any way.

7. aURa of Timelessness
The proximity of numerous wizards to 
the game clock is having an effect on 
the mechanism and the clock gradually 
slows down as a result.  Both teams 
get 1 extra turn for this half only.  Even 
if this Aura is in effect more than once 
in a half, only 1 extra team turn may 
be taken by both teams.  This Aura can 
be rolled in both halves of the game, 
extending each half by 1 turn for both 
teams. 

8. aURa of egoism
All players on both teams are similarly 
affected by a refusal to let go of the 
ball. As a result of this a player holding 
the ball will never pass the ball or do a 
hand-off. This does not effect throwing 
bombs by the bombardier.

A CROWD OF WIZARDS
The games played for the Colleges of Magic Cup are not attended by normal Blood Bowl 
fans, if there ever was such a thing. The teams instead play for a full crowd of wizards. This 
rather unusual public does have its effect on the game, however. This effect is represented 
by the following rules:

KiCK-off TaBle

Replace the regular Kick-Off Table with the one below :

2 Perfect Defence: The kicking team’s coach may reorganise his players – in other words he can 
set them up again. The receiving team must remain in the set-up chosen by their coach.

3 Polite applause: each coach rolls a D6 and adds their team’s FAME and number of cheerleaders  
to the score. Re-roll any ties. The side with the lowest score is so much unnerved by the dry 
sound of a thousand old hands clapping rhythmically that, if it has any re-rolls left it loses one 
re-roll. Otherwise the winning team gains a reroll.

4 Zap the Ref! The referee is turned into a toad by a cruel wizard in the audience. He cannot Zap! 
Players from either team for making a foul for the rest of the half. The kicking player places 
a toad token or model on any square on the line of scrimmage in either half to represent the 
referee. Both players can block and foul the toad as normal. The referee is replaced by a new 
referee at the end of each half. 

5 Toadzilla: The wizards are disgusted with the way the players are treating the toads on the 
pitch. If there are any toads left on either side of the teams, the wizards change one of them 
on both teams (random) into a Toadzilla. If there are no toads available a random player of the 
team on the pitch will be transformed. See the next page for the stats of the toadzilla.

6 magnetic ball: The wizards are bored with the passing games of both teams and have decided 
that the ball should be diverted from it’s course now and then. Whenever you try to pick up, 
pass or catch the ball, throw a D6. On a 2+ the game continues as normal. On a 1 however, 
the wizards decide, this ball will have a will of it’s own. Using the scatter template, scatter the 
ball one D3 in the resulted direction. If the ball lands in an empty square, it bounces one more 
square as normal. A failed pick up, pass or catch caused by a magnetic ball effect, does not 
count as a turnover. Nor has the turn of the player ended. He MUST continue to get the ball until 
he has no movement left and used up all possible Go For It’s, or has the ball.

7 Changing aura: The wizards all get excited about something. They think the aura needs 
changed. Roll a D8 and consult the Aura Table. The new aura must be different from the 
current effect. 

8 Quicksnap! The offence start it’s drive a fraction before the defence is ready, catching the 
kicking team flat-footed. All of the players on the receiving team are allowed to move one 
square. This is a free move and may be made into any adjacent empty square, ignoring tackle 
zones. It may be used to enter the opposing half of the field.

9 fireball: Each coach rolls 2D6 and adds their team’s FAME to the score. Re-roll any ties. A 
wizard casts a fire ball at a random player of the losing team who is on the pitch. That player 
is knocked out immediately. All players (from either side) in adjacent squares to the targeted 
player are stunned.

10 Toad invasion: Another metaphysical rules discussion erupts in the audience. This time the 
wizards start using spells instead of arguments. When the dust finally settles, a number of 
players on both sides have been turned into toads for the rest of the half. Roll a single D3; that 
many random players from both teams have been zapped. Refer to the Toads section for the 
profile and rules used to represent players turned into toads.

11 Brilliant Coaching: Each coach rolls a D6 and adds the number of assistant coaches in their 
team to the score. Re-roll any ties. The side with the highest score gets an extra Re-roll this half 
thanks to the brilliant training provided by the coaching staff.

12 Blitz! The defence start it’s drive a fraction before the offence is ready, catching the receiving 
team flat-footed. The kicking team receives a free ‘bonus’ turn where any player not in an 
enemy tackle zone at the start of the turn, may take a Move action. One eligible player on the 
Kicking team may take a Blitz action rather than a Move. The kicking team may use Team Re-
rolls during a Blitz. If any player suffers a turnover than the bonus turn ends immediately.

AURA
The college wizards use a heated indoor arena for The Colleges of Magic Cup as they 
are all too old and frail to risk catching a chill or risking sun-burn... Therefore all games 

are played under perfect Blood Bowl conditions.  
There is no need to determine the weather at the start of the game. Treat the weather 

as being perfect Blood Bowl weather through-out.

However, having so many Wizards sitting in such close proximity  
can result in very strange auras!!

At the start of each half or after rolling a 7 on the kick off table, roll a D8 to determine 
the Aura.Reroll the D8 if the result means that the aura would not change.  

The aura always changes.
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CONCERNING TOADS

Toads
During a College of Magic Cup match players and referees run a high risk of being turned 
into a toad. Use the following profile and rules to represent toads:

ma sT ag aV Skills

Toad 3 1 3 4 Dodge, Leap, Stunty, Titchy, No Hands, Loner,  
Fan Favourite, Very Long Legs

 

A toad may not lend assists of any kind to other players except toads or toadzillas, 
however they do have tackle zones and can prevent opposing players from giving assists.  
Any injuries the player suffers while he is a toad do apply when the player reverts to normal 
at the end of the half.

 A toad may also declare block or blitz actions, although he will never receive any friendly 
assists on such actions, other than from toadzillas or other toads, and blitzing with a toad 
does use up the team’s blitz action for that turn.  Referees that have been turned into a 
toad are not controlled by any player, and do not move on their own accord (although they 
can be pushed as a result of a block or blitz). Should a toad be pushed off the field (and 
survive) he reverts back to his normal form at the end of the half. If a toad is pushed into 
the crowd and they “Zap!” him again then he dies horribly and covers the wizards in the 
cheap seats in bits of toad!

Whenever a toad is on the same square as the ball, one of three things can happen. Roll 
a D6 to determine what:

1  
The toad swallows the ball as a whole. He is able to hop around with it.  
The toad can never score, nor pass or hand-off the ball. The toad looses the ball 
when he is blocked and the result of that block is anything but a skull result. 

2 and 3.  
Nothing happens. Just scatter the ball as normal.

4. till 6.  
The toad “pushes” the ball forward 3 squares in a random direction. Use the 
throw in template to determine the direction of the ball. If the ball lands on an 
empty square it bounces as normal. Toad pushes may never be intercepted. 

Toadzillas
During a College of Magic Cup match players also run a risk of being turned into a toadzilla. 
This is a huge blown up toad, but very fierce and dangerous. Use the following profile and 
rules to represent toadzillas:

ma sT ag aV Skills

Toadzilla 3 7 1 10 No Hands, Wild animal, Claw, Frenzy, Leap

Toadzilla

 A toadzilla may not lend assists of any kind to other players except toads or toadzillas, 
however they do have tackle zones and can prevent opposing players from giving assists. 
Any injuries the player suffers while he is a toadzilla do apply when the player reverts to 
normal at the end of the half.

 A toadzilla may also declare block or blitz actions, although he will never receive any 
friendly assists on such actions, other than from toads or other toadzillas, and blitzing with 
a toadzilla does use up the team’s blitz action for that turn. Should a toadzilla be pushed 
off the field (and survive) he reverts back to his normal form at the end of the half. If a 
toadzilla is pushed into the crowd and they “Zap!” him then he dies horribly and covers the 
wizards in the cheap seats in bits of toadzilla!

A killed toadzilla counts for two killed toads for the killed toads award.
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REFEREES
During the Colleges of Magic Cup, matches are officiated by brave wizard’s 

apprentices rather than true Referees!  These apprentices usually have enough 
magical powers to control the game but no where near enough to defend 

themselves against the magic of their masters (see “Zap the Ref!). To represent 
this, whenever the Ref spots a foul he turns the player into a toad instead of 

sending them off so that the opposing team may take their revenge!  If a player 
is already in toad form when they are “zapped” by the Ref (because toads can 
foul too!), they die horribly and melt into the pitch.  A player being zapped for 

committing a foul results in a turnover for the fouling team as usual.

ON PITCH WIZARD 
ASSISTANTS

During the Colleges of Magic Cup, it is not unlikely for apprentices to be hired and 
play the game as well. These brave souls are simple humans (MA 6, STR 2, AG 
2, AV 7, No Hands, 30K) who have learned some spells and who are not afraid 
to use them. But being in the game also means lack of the needed concentration 
to cast as they might want to. They might want to cast this, but cast that instead. 
And on who???: Once per half the wizard  assistant  can cast a spell. He can do 
this at the start of the teams turn. He can only target players that he can see over 

unoccupied squares. Roll a D�:

1 The wizard blasts of his own socks and runs from the field calling for his mum! 
He will not be back for this game, that’s for sure.

2 The wizard is succesfull at casting, but his aim is way of and he has no clue 
what he is casting. Determine a random player on the own side and cast a 
random spell on him. See below what spells are available!

3 The wizard almost got it right this time. Instead of hitting the target, he hits a 
player adjacent or closest to the opponent instead. If more players are eligible 
pick one of them at random. Randomly determine the spell that is cast.

4 The wizard is really doing his best. He’s got the target right! But the intended 
spell, if only he could remember.. The wizard will cast a random spell instead.

5 Game, set and match! The target and selected spell are all working! This 
wizard is the best!

6 Oh oohh, this wizard is a powerpack! He got the spell right ok, but after hitting 
the intended target, the spell ricochets on another player as well! And with 
the same success! Use the scatter template positioned on the intended target 
to see where the spell ricochets to. It will hit the first player in the scattered 
direction of it’s path. If the scatter would miss a target, reroll the D8 until it 

does hit. If no player is in any line of fire from the scatter template the richochet 
misses all together.

Note that the apprentice will never target a toad on purpose. Of course he could 
hit a toad randomly. If he does hit a toad, his master is not amused and will turn 
him into a toad. As a toad he cannot cast any more spells.

Note that if, as a result of this spell any player on the moving team is brought 
down, it is a turnover! So having this spellcaster on board is never without risk! 
But funny though!

 

The sPells!

1. Mini Fire Ball. Cast the fireball on any target you like. The target is hit on a 2+, 
any adjacent players are hit on a 5+. Roll for armour and injury as normal.

2. Zap! The wizard changes the targeted player into a toad. Roll a D6. On a 6 
he’s a bit overexited. The target will become a toadzilla instead!

3. Change Sides. The target of this spell will change sides and from now on 
play for the other team until the end of the drive!

4. Duh Dude! The target is caught by a surrounding bulb of stupidity. Treat him 
as having really stupid for the rest of the game.

5. Bombs away! The target finds that he all of a sudden has a bomb in it’s hands 
and the fuse is lit! Treat this as if the player just accurately caught a bomb. 
He can do with it what he wants, ie have it explode on himself or throw it 
away using the normal “Bomb” rules.

6. The kiss of a Prince! The target has to try and kiss a toad or player.  
The target of the kiss must be adjacent to the kissing player. 
If he is not adjacent to any eligible target move the player to 
the closest player available (randomly determine if more are 
eligible). To kiss the target, the player must make an agility roll.  
If the roll fails, the power will richochet back to the kisser who becomes a toad.  
If he already was a toad he reverts back to his normal form. If the roll is 
succesful, the target becomes a toad. If he already was a toad he reverts back to  
his original form.
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OFF THE PITCH!
ThRoW-ins

The wizards cannot be expected to throw the ball back in to the field when 
it scatters out. Instead they propel it back in using magic. However, having 
no clue how heavy a ball is in reality, the effects are a little unpredictable. To 
reflect this, roll 3D6 (instead of the normal 2D6) to determine how far a ball is 
propelled back into the field.

CasUalTies 
The wizards do not like it when players get too close for comfort. Although 
they would not dream of beating up players themselves, players who find 
themselves to be pushed in the crowd become the target of a flurry of spells. 
Roll 2D6 and consult the table below to determine the effects--

2-6 stunned! The player miraculously escapes unscathed! Place him in the 
Reserves Box.

7-8 Zap! The player is turned into a toad for the rest of the half and thrown 
back onto the pitch 1D6 squares using the throw-in template.  if the toad 
ends in an empty square he will always land safely, but if the square is 
occupied then both the toad and the current occupant are knocked over 
into random squares – roll for armour as usual.  if the player was already 
in Toad form then he dies very messily indeed!

9   Fireball! The player is staggered by a fiery blast and is placed in the 
Knocked out box accordingly. 

10 lightning! The player is badly wounded by a lightning ball and must 
miss the rest of the match.

11 Disintegrate! The player is reduced to dust and killed. he cannot be 
regenerated or resurrected by any means. 

12 Change sides! The crowd use powerful mind-control magics to convince 
the player he is on the opposing side.  The player remains in the game 
as if he has not yet made any action this team turn, but is now playing 
for the opposing team!  he may use any skill Re-rolls as normal, and 
now counts as having the loner skill. The player is blast on the pitch 
1D3 squares using the throw in template. if that means he lands in a 
square already occupied by a player, both players are knocked down. 
Roll armour for both afTeR the scattering player has come to rest. 
The thrown player will scatter until he finds a free spot. He cannot hit 
another player in this action. of course he can scatter of the pitch again. 
if “Change sides!” is rolled again, then throw the player back in again as 
described above. he will change sides back again as well!

 

SPELLS
All teams can make use of the services of one wizard each match. These wizards are 
provided for by the colleges of magic and the coach does not need to pay for this service. 
Once per game, at the beginning of the team turn, the wizard may cast one of the following 
magic spells.  As Wizards are considered very much part of the team at the Colleges of 
Magic Cup, they are permitted to use team re-rolls if they so wish. Roll a D6. On a one, the 
spell fails altogether, but a spell may be used later on in the game as per above mentioned 
rules.

infeRno!

Using this spell, the wizard can summon numerous fire-balls and scatter them onto the 
pitch.  The effects can be extremely damaging, but the wizard has almost no control 
over the end result.  

The coach chooses one square on the edge of the pitch from which to summon the 
Inferno, and rolls a D6 to determine how many fireballs he can cast onto the pitch. Each 
fireball successfully cast must be scattered onto the pitch 2D6 squares in a random 
direction using the throw-in template.  The fireballs explode in the final square in which 
they come to rest. Any player in this square is automatically hit by the Inferno, players 
in adjacent squares are also hit if the coach can roll greater than their AG on 1D6.  A 
player hit by an Inferno is knocked over in the same square. Make an Armour roll for 
them as if they had been hit by a player with Mighty Blow. If a player of the moving team 
is knocked over by an Inferno, then the moving team does not suffer a turnover unless 
the player was carrying the ball at the time.

UBeR-ZZZZZaP!!!!!
This powerful version of the Zap! spell may be cast at any target on the field, but is very 
likely to affect more than just one player.  The coach declares the target (this may not 
be a toad) of the spell as normal and then rolls 1D6 to determine the number of players 
who will be affected – a 1 means only the intended target is affected while a roll of 2 or 
more will affect other players on both teams.  Alternating between the teams, randomly 
determine any other players which are affected (this can be a toad as well!).  So, if 
the D6 roll was a 3, then 3 players are affected – 2 on the targeted team and 1 on the 
coach’s own team!  The first player to be affected is always the initial target, but all other 
players are randomly chosen.  If a player is turned into a toad while already in the form 
of a toad then he dies horribly and melts into the pitch.  If a player is carrying the ball 
when turned into a toad it scatters from his original location as normal.  Players in the 
dugout cannot be affected by this spell.  Full rules for toads and their limited abilities are 
specified elsewhere. The players that become toads are placed in the same way they 
were before the they were zapped. Stunned players become stunned toads etc.

Change aURa
The wizard channels the magic energy into a desirable effect. The Aura immediately 
changes to one of the choice of the controlling coach.

lighTning sToRm
This spell is an extremely dangerous, and unpredictable, way of clearing a few players 
off the pitch!!  The wizard declares a target using the passing template as a guideline 
for the lightning bolt and rolls a D6 to hit.  He may not “bypass” players in order to hit a 
difficult target – the lightning storm always hits the first player in its path! On a 1 the bolt 
misses and will automatically hit the first player immediately behind the intended target.  
On a 2+ the player is hit and suffers the effects as described below.  Once the effect of 
the bolt is resolved, roll a D6.  On a 3+ the lightning bolt continues through the first target 
and scatters in a random direction, hitting the first player in its path (the first square 
under the passing template). The lightning bolt will continue from this player on a 4+, 
and then again on a 5+ and then finally on a 6 – potentially hitting up to five players!  If at 
any point the dice roll is less than the required number then the spell comes to an end.
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A player hit by a lightning bolt is knocked over in the same square. Make an Armour 
roll for them as if they had been hit by a player with Clawh. If a player of the moving 
team is knocked over by a lightning bolt, then the moving team does not suffer a 
turnover unless the player was carrying the ball at the time.

Ball TeleKinesis
This spell can only be used when the ball is lying on the ground. The wizard can 
move the ball 1D6 squares in a straight line, although it can only move to and through 
unoccupied squares. 

PlayeR TeleKinesis 
This spell can be used to move one player from either team one square, if the 
wizard rolls equal to or greater then the player’s strength on 1D6. The player must 
be moved to an empty square on the field, or he can be pushed out of bounds. This 
is a free move and the player does not need to dodge and can still move or blitz later 
during the turn.

TelePoRT
The wizard casts a sophisticated, but highly inaccurate, mass teleportation spell. D3 
players from each team that are on the field (players need not be standing in order 
to be teleported) swap places with each other. The coach that controls the wizard 
can choose the first player from his side, the rest of the players are determined 
randomly. A player from one team has to swap places with a player from the other 
team. If one player was holding the ball then the ball is also teleported to his new 
location. If the same player is teleported twice by this spell he is lost to the Warp for 
the rest of the match.

Raise The DeaD
This is a very powerful resurrection spell which immediately raises a player after 
they have suffered a death result.  It may be cast on any player who has died during 
the half, irrespective of which team they played for before dying.  Because this spell 
is less powerful than normal clerical or necromantic resurrection spell, it raises the 
player with the original stat line, but without any skills – so a Wardancer would be 
summoned with an MA 8, AG 4, ST 3 and AV 7, but would no longer have Block, 
Dodge or Leap skills.  The addition of this version of the spell means that coaches 
of the Ruby or Dark College may not automatically raise the dead anymore and 
must use this spell if they wish to do so.  Players which have been healed by an 
apothecary or which have regenerated cannot be raised with this spell as they are 
not truly dead.

inVisiBiliTy
Using this spell, the wizard is able to make one player invisible for the remainder of 
this drive.  The coach simply nominates one player on the field he wishes to make 
invisible and rolls a dice.  On a 4+ the nominated player becomes invisible and 
enjoys all the effects, positive and negative, as described below.  On a roll of a 2 
or 3 another random player on the same team is affected instead of the nominated 
player.  On a roll of a 1 then one of the opponents’ players is randomly chosen and 
made invisible instead!

Being invisible is both a blessing and a curse – on the plus side the player cannot be 
blocked or blitzed and is able to provide assists even when in opposing tackle zones 
(as if they had Guard).  They always dodge on a 2+ no matter their AG or how many 
tackle zones they are dodging into, and they can never be sent off for a foul as the 
Ref cannot see them!

On the down side, they can never receive blocking or fouling assists because their 
team mates do not know where they are, nor can they ever be given the ball by 
another player on their team (by pass or hand-off).  They can pick the ball up or 
intercept the ball, but they cannot score a TD themselves and any attempt to give 
the ball to another player on the same team will always count as an inaccurate pass 
when they try to catch it.

TOURNAMENT RULES
During the Colleges of Magic Cup the teams compete 

 for tournament points and bonus points.

a win gives you 3 points! 
a draw will give you 1 point! 
a loss……. looseR!

Bonus points to add:

a win by 2 TD’s difference gives you 1 point extra! 
a win by 3 TD’s difference or more will give you 2 points extra! 
each TD will give you 1 point with a maximum of 4 points! 
each Cas will give you 1 point with a maximum of 4 points! 
(this includes blocking casualties scored on toads and zapped 
referees).

The team that has collected the most tournament points after 
all matches are played wins the Colleges of magic Cup!

When two or more teams have the same number of 
tournament points then the team with the greatest number of 
Toad casualties wins the tournament.

maTCh-UPs
The first round match-ups are determined randomly, but one cannot draw against a team of 
the same College during this round. After the first round teams are paired using the Swiss 
method. 

sKills anD PRogRession 
Injuries are not carried over and the team is restored after each match. No star player 
points are awarded, but instead, two random players gain a normal skill before each match. 
A single player cannot gain two skills before a specific match, but can accumulate multiple 
skills over successive games. Before game 3, only 1 player gains a skill, but this player can 
then pick a skill as if he has rolled a double on the skill table.

King of The ToaDs aWaRD
Every year we give away a trophy to Jelmer, eh, the King of the Toads. The King of the 
Toads is the player who actually killed most toads during the tournament. It’s a brutal way 
of winning a trophy, but that’s the way it is. With no more toads opposing you, you become 
a King!

Toads get killed on a 4+ instead of the normal 6+ on the injury table. Note that killed 
Toadzilla’s count for two! Note that if you block an opponent with a toad and your toad dies, 
it’s your opponent who gets the “killed toad” point.
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ToURnamenT noTe
This is maybe the wackiest tournament ever yet again! It started with rules made up by 
Norse and Yavatol and help from Sqar and myself.

Last year we had a discussion with the players that we wanted to see lots more toads in 
the game. With these rules, that just might happen. Let’s wait and see.

BUT!

That also means that nothing in this tournament can be taken seriously. You can lose 
horribly, because of the unbalanced game plot invented for this year. If you don’t like 
more random events than the normal rules, throwing snake eyes, double skulls etc, then 
this tournament is not for you. If you go into the game, not caring what will happen to 
your team, and if you can have fun for both players, then Utrecht 2009 will be the place 
to be!

You have been warned!!!!!

Draco and his toadlike familiar Quermitt

WiZaRDs loVe ToaDs!
Whenever in the game a toad gets killed, the wizards exact vengeance! They love the 
creatures. To replace the toad that has been killed they cast a great spell. Throw random 
for a player on both teams. That player will become a toad straight away! A toad can 
never be targeted. That would kill him and that’s not possible by the vengeance of the 
wizards… (it also prevents the possibility of having no players left after turn one;)). 

WiZaRDs haTe sTalling!

It’s been all over the news. Wizards do not like stalling. Hell they even make up rules 
to try and get players to score asap and be good sports for the other chap, but still, not 
everybody seems to listen. So……

If the player holding the ball starts the turn in a position where he could score without 
rolling a single die, you must score during that turn.

If you do not score when it was possible, the wizards are very annoyed indeed. They will 
zap the player on the spot! Take the ball carrier of the pitch and replace him by a toad. 
The ball will scatter from the player with a blast. Take the scatter template and roll 2D6 
for the distance. Work out the rest as “normal”.

Only exception to this rule is when the player that was holding the ball fails his Really 
Stupid, Bonehead or Wild Animal roll. Then the player will not be zapped.

Of course you can opt to block with other players first. But know that failure of any block 
that leads to a turnover will be considered as stalling by the wizards and will result in the 
ballcarrier being zapped.

The diceroll made for Bonehead, Wild Animal or Really stupid do NOT count 
as roll needed to walk into the endzone. If this roll is failed by the ballcarrier,  
stalling will not be called.

frequently asked Questions:

assisting Toads:

Q: Can toads assist or be assisted when fouling?

A: Yes toads can assist other toads or be assisted by other toads as long as no player is 
involved!

Q: Can toads assist another toad when that toad blocks or fouls a player?

A: No, toads can never assist when players are involved. So if you want to foul a mummy with 
a toad and 7 assisting toads, tough luck, the simply won’t do it and go “Meep Meep”.

aura Change:

Q: I just won the roll for changing the Aura, can I let it stay the same?

A: No, the Aura MUST always change, even at half time. Once the Aura has been changed, 
it could be changed back to an Aura that was hanging around the arena the drive before. For 
example by using a spell.

magnetic Ball

Q: If a player fails to pick up the ball during the Kick Off Result “Magnetic ball” this is not a 
turnover, but can the player involved still continue his move?

A: Yes, the player can continue his move, but he MUST go after the ball. Make sure that the 
player needs to dodge if needed.

Q: How long does the magnetic ball remain magnetic?

A: Until the end of the half or drive, whatever comes up first.

ogres and loner?

Q: Do ogres have loner?

A: No they do not. Ogres are from the Ogre team and because of that they also get the statts 
from the normal Ogre line-up.

Raising Toads?

Q: Can a toad be raised?

A: Don’t be ridiculous! A toad is too small to be raised!

Regenerating Toads?

Q: My troll turned into a toad and is now dead, dadly hurt etc. Can I regerate him as I could 
do the troll?

A: Nope. Toads do not have regenerate. So if you let your toll become a toad, this is what you 
asked for!

Rerolling spells

Q: Can I reroll the result of a spell?

A: Yes you can.

Toad invasion

Q: Can toads be affected by a toad invasion?

A: Yes, this spell is so powerfull, yet uncontrollable, that a toad could be hurt. However, the 
vengeance after the little bugger is melted down will never be on a toad!
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